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CHURCH: Is It Relevant Anymore?1

GOOD PRODUCT, BAD DELIVERY: CHURCH P.R. PROBLEMS IN THE 21ST CENTURY
Today is the first of four Logos messages for 2012, and
we’re focusing on the question, “Is Church relevant
anymore?”

What is Logos? 1 Peter 3:15 says that Christians must
“always be prepared to give a defense to anyone who asks
for a reason for the hope that is in you; yet do it with
gentleness and respect.” This is apologetics: being able to
dialogue with people holding different beliefs, and help
them make sense of why we follow Jesus. As Christians
we’re called to share our faith with everyone we can. And
when we do, objections will come up.

Like, “If Christianity is true, then why is the church such a
mess? It’s full of fanatics, abusers and hypocrites, and
there are plenty more moral people who don’t follow
Jesus.”
How would you respond?
Listening in to the talk today, you might wonder “why are
they telling me the church is relevant—I already believe it!”
And that’s great. But Logos can’t reach all the workers,
the students, the mums, the kids—a whole bunch of people
who will never come to this building. But you can. Through
the talks and discussion material in your note outline, our
hope is that you’ll learn how to winsomely engage with
your colleagues, friends and family. That’s what Logos is for.
Maybe you don’t normally come here; perhaps you were invited by a friend, and you’ve got questions—the
whole Jesus thing is not where you’re at—then we hope that this talk might help you on that journey … that
things might become even that bit clearer. Genuinely, it’s great to have you here. You may even want to
come back tonight at 7pm, when we have an open panel discussion up the front, and you can ask or say
anything.

1

For full notes, fact sheets, and a small group discussion guide, visit logos.kbc.org.au/blog/resources/logos-talks/church/
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Now, when Logos presents, we don’t pull punches … we
act like a mirror reflecting the good and the bad. That’s
why we use things like dramas– it’s not to cause offense,
but it is to use humour so we get how the average Aussie
outside these walls see us. It’s a caricature of the church—
not how we see ourself—but it’s still a mirror.
Which got us thinking … have you ever seen those TV
Infomercials, selling stuff like steak-knives? If the church
were a product, would anyone purchase? Let’s take a look
…

DRAMA: <ON SLIDE “CHURCH: THE INFOMERCIAL …
IF CHURCH WERE A PRODUCT, WHO WOULD PURCHASE?”>
(music starts loudly and then host enters, when he
starts to talk the music fades but stays in the
background for the duration of the script. The
music is in an MP3 format on an attachment called
“game show music” and will need to be looped to
go long enough. Up on the screen behind comes
the first powerpoint frame “Church in the City”)
Host (enters and waves to music intro): Are you
sick of feeling sinful, lacking in holiness and
generally unrighteous? Want to seem morally
superior while still maintaining your comfortably
secular consumerist lifestyle? Don’t you wish there
was an easier way to get that righteous glow you’ve always wanted? Well now there is! For the
low low price of one hour a week sitting and looking like you’re awake – where? At church! Yes,
that’s right, you can have a guilt free life for eternity! With all the added social benefits of
associating with socially acceptable people, you’ll have the life-long satisfaction of knowing that
you’re right. And we’ve been doing it for people for 2000 years.

Let’s meet someone who’s tried church. (person enters looking downcast and drab) See how
they used to be all sad and forlorn, lost and hopeless, ugly and spotty and full of sin?? Look
what happens when they come to church. Watch closely (character takes drab coat off and is
wearing bright colours, she leaps around the stage smiling. Music can be louder for this bit of
leaping and then return to background level)
Ms, Sunday-churchgoer, can you tell us what life is like now you’ve been to church?
Ms Sunday-churchgoer: Why yes. Now I go to church for one hour once a week I know I am
truly superior and better in every way to other people. I know I don’t have to listen to anyone
else’s opinion but my own because I am always correct. And on top of that I don’t have to hang
out with people who aren’t middle class and clean. It’s such a blessing. (she exits and then
music fades when host starts to speak)
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Just watch your self righteous points add up! Each
week you do church you get 10 self righteous
points. (2nd powerpoint slide comes up showing “50
……100…….200”) Once you have 50 self
righteous points you can make it into the Basic
Bible Bashers level. 100 points gets you into the
Golden Goodie Goodies level and 200 points will
find you at the Superior Saintly Souls level.

And don’t forget, (3rd powerpoint slide comes up
showing “$10,000 and a photo of a Ferrari”) a gift
of $10,000 to the let’s-buy-the-pastor-a-new-Ferrari
fund will ensure you a place in heaven and …

(4th powerpoint slide comes up with “photo of bottle
of wine and glass and 4 cents off”) 4 cents a litre
off communion wine.
And the great thing is, you only have to keep up
the front for an hour on Sunday, for the rest of the
week you can do what you like. It’s that easy!!

Now, grab your phones, because in the next 5
minutes you have a chance to double your self
righteous points. Simply ring the number on the
screen (5th powerpoint slide comes up with KBC’s
phone number) and answer the following question:
“Who was voted the best dressed church goer in
Australia this year?”
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Candy: (enters looking plastic and sounding fake while pretending to be natural) Hi Brad!
Host: Hi Candy! Is there something we can do while we’re waiting for next week’s church to
come round?
Candy: There sure is Brad!
Host: Oh, that’s a relief. What have you got there? Would you like to tell us about it Candy?
Candy: I sure would Brad! When I’m feeling a bit
stale I simply splash on a bit of “church” body
scent. (6th powerpoint slide of big bottle with
“church” label). This will cover up any unseemly
odours given off by sinful pheremones and give
you an impressive aura of goodness. Only $99.95
or 20% less once you reach the Super Saintly
Souls level. (she exits but slide stays up)
This product is not scientifically researched; we
believe in blind faith.
Well that just about wraps it up for us here at
Church in the City. Our final guest is happy to
endorse this product:
Paris Milton: (enters to louder music then music fades as she speaks) Hi, I’m Paris Milton. I’d
like to thank you for inviting me to the Oscars tonight. I’m here to recommend Synagogue.
(Host- No, no it’s CHURCH !) Oh sorry. It’s just so… I mean… and it’s really there. So if you just
… you know…. And all the starving children… and like… really… world peace… and my dog
matches my handbag.
(7th powerpoint slide comes up “Not the real Paris
Milton- look a like used”.)
(She waves and giggles before exiting)

Host: So there we have it – only an hour a week
and you won’t have to change a thing! Church:
2000 years of keeping it judgemental, exclusive
and fake!
(8th powerpoint slide comes up “No ferrets were
injured during the making of this commercial”.)
(host waves and exits to loud music outro)
+++
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And yes, that hotline does work, whether you want to purchase or register a complaint!
So, onto tonight’s topic. “Is the Church relevant anymore?”
Over the years, I’ve presented on all kinds of apologetic
topics: suffering; the resurrection; God’s existence; the
afterlife – all the big questions. So I was interested when
McCrindle research recently presented the Australian
Communities Report. Now, I knew it would have some
jarring findings about major blockers to Aussies believing
Christianity. Over the last thirty years, church affiliation in
Australia has dropped by thirty percent, heading towards
only half by the next census. The number of atheists are
growing, but the biggest sector could be called
“apatheists”— church is simply irrelevant, and they’re
apathetic about anything to do with institutional religion.
So, back to the report this year. What do you think are
Christianity’s top ten belief blockers in Australia? Here we
go, from ten to one:
10. Exclusivity
9. Attitudes to homosexuality
8. Hell and condemnation
7. Outdated/irrelevant
6. Issues around money
5. Suffering
4. Religious views
3. Judging others

2. Hypocrisy,

& (drumroll), #1 blocker:

Church abuse.

Notice anything strange? Hell and suffering are there, but where are the other big questions? Of the top 10
blockers, seven are not about the message. They’re about US, the delivery mechanism. We’ve just finished a
series on the “irresistible church”, but to most in our culture, the church is more likely to rate as repulsive.
Theologian Lesslie Newbigin said that “The best apologetic for the Gospel is a community of people who
believe it and live by it.” The Church is the best, and the worst argument for Christian belief.
A dozen reports tell the same story. In UnChristian, researchers discovered that “Christianity has an image
problem.” Evangelist Mike Frost tells of a conversation he had with a non-Christian businessman. Upon
discovering Mike was a Christian author, this stranger explained that the church’s biggest problem is that it
has a good product but that its “delivery system is stuffed.” For him, our ‘product’ is Jesus, and he still has
great currency and appeal in society today; but the delivery system—the church—no longer gets our product
to our ‘market’. It’s crass, but correct: good product, bad PR.
Now, this is not about leading by opinion polls. All of this is simply a mirror: do we like what we see? It raises
the deeper question: What is the church, anyway? What are we here for?
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WHAT IS ‘CHURCH’ ANYWAY?
Well, let me start with what the church is not. Despite our
loose language, church is not something you go to. It’s not
a hobby, a Sunday religious service, or even a building.
The Greek word in the New Testament for ‘Church’ is
ekklesia. And as Frank Viola notes, “to the ears of a firstcentury Christian, calling an ekklesia (church) a building
would have been like calling your wife a condominium or
your mother a skyscraper.”2 Why? Because in every one of
the 114 New Testament references, the ekklesia is an
assembly of people, belonging to the Lord.
So it doesn’t matter whether you’re Africans meeting under
a tree, Chinese in a village shack, or Westerners in a
Cathedral, the Church is no building, and there’s no set
structure. It’s a bunch of people who follow Jesus: we join together to grow like Jesus, to worship God, to
share this life with others, and to care for each other. It’s a diverse community of opposites working as one.
Church is an apprenticeship in love.
The New Testament uses many images to depict the church. Consider just one: the church is the body of
Christ. Jesus is the head, and He directs His body to do what He did in the world—so we should look like Him.3
Our purpose is to represent the reign of God—God’s Kingdom—through our actions and our words; above all,
it’s by the way we love each other that our neighbours will know God is real. We live in a world designed for
good but damaged by evil. Jesus has restored us for better, and the church’s role right now is being sent
together to heal: we’re ambassadors for His Kingdom, shedding light on what life is all about.
If we lived this call, the church would be relevant, even irresistible.
But let’s turn back to the mirror. Is this what we look like?
The church has never been perfect! We’re human. The first
disciples thought Jesus was their ticket to taking down
the Roman Empire and becoming the new rulers—without
correction, they would have become an exclusive clique
who called the shots. They wanted a Jewish Caesar, not a
crucifixion. But Jesus’ way is different.
When Jesus steps in, everything changes. Authority
becomes humility, hypocrisy becomes authenticity, and
exclusivity opens up to embrace the whole world.
Let’s switch gears, and explore these three categories of
belief blockers through the life of Jesus. I’ll cover authority,
and then Brendan White will explore the exclusivity and
hypocrisy of the church today.

2

Frank Viola & George Barna. Pagan Christianity? Exploring the Roots of Our Church Practices (Carol Stream, IL: BarnaBooks, 2008).

3

Cf. 1 Corinthians 12:1-27; Ephesians 1:22-23; 4:1-16.
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ISSUE 1: AUTHORITY VS. HUMILITY
The Church is about controlling people. At least that’s
how it’s often perceived. The overbearing Pastor
dominates the congregation, playing lead role and telling
the others what to do. Some people avoid the church like
the plague, hoping they’ll be safer outside. Yet even there
the church interferes. One blogger commented on the
decline of the church in Australia. His solution was that the
church “stop sticking their noses into everyone else’s
business: politics, child raising, court systems, sexual
preference etc. etc.”
With all our lobbying for political control, we’re known
more for what we stand against than what we stand for.
Our grab for authority and casting of judgment has hidden
God’s grace and the call to life.
At least that’s how it’s perceived.
Okay, is this what it should be? The Church isn’t an organisation; it’s an organism. It’s a bunch of people
who when put together should look like Jesus.
So how did Jesus wear His authority? Was He about control?
Well, first things first, there’s a difference between legitimate, and illegitimate authority. I can’t walk into your
workplace and start telling people what to do. Why? I’m not the boss. But let’s say I was—then I could. So
let’s try a thought experiment. If Jesus is God, as He claimed to be, that changes everything. If it’s true,
doesn’t He have legitimate authority? Then the real question is, How did Jesus choose to use this authority?
Jesus was no authoritarian dictator, he wielded his ultimate authority with absolute humility.
Have you ever seen that TV show “Undercover Boss”? The
idea’s simple: the boss of a massive company dons the
worker’s uniform and enters into His company as one of
the team … scrubbing dishes, delivering mail, answering
phones. The boss gets to know their staff on the ground,
as an equal; and at the end of the week, everyone’s
shocked as his or her true identity is revealed.
Same with Jesus, the ultimate undercover boss. Take two
incidents.
First, Easter. Everyone has abandoned Jesus. Peter
backstabbed Him three times. They feel like dirt, guilty as
hell, as now that Jesus has been crucified, they’ve run in
fear back to their old lives. Peter and the crew are out in
the boat. But while they’re out fishing and serving themselves, who should be on the beach cooking them an
awesome meal of fish over the fire, but the leader Himself, Jesus. He beat death. He is the boss. Peter’s
probably thinking, I’m in deep trouble. Now, there is stuff to talk through, and a relationship to mend. But
there’s no lecture and no punishment. Just forgiveness and love. “For God didn’t send His Son into the world to
condemn the world, but to save the world through Him” (John 3:17).
Second incident, John 9. Know the story? A woman is caught in the act of having sex with someone else’s
husband. Under the religious laws, she should be killed, stoned to death. They throw her in the dirt in front of
Jesus. “Your call, Jesus.” But He turns the tables: “Whoever is without sin, you cast the first stone.” One by one
they drop the rocks, and leave. But notice what Jesus says. “Woman, where are your accusers? Now, go and
sin no more.”
“Sin no more.” He’s not there to judge. But nor is He saying, “Do what you want, keep wrecking marriages and
doing damage.”
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The church is meant to look like Jesus. Our role is not to
judge, or grasp for control. But nor is it to ignore when
stuff’s not right. If we truly love someone, we won’t watch
silently on while they hurt themselves, or others. As a
parent, if your child went to stick a fork into a live powersocket, would you say something? To not is negligent.
Jesus did call out sin, but it was out of love. And Jesus
gave the Church, as His body, that same authority. It’s not
to condemn. It’s so people will turn from death, from sin,
and choose what leads to life and freedom.
Jesus was no control freak. When the disciples fought
over who would be first, He donned a slave’s towel and
washed their feet. “Whoever wants to be first must be
last. Are you greater than your master? I came not to be served, but to serve, and to give my life as a
ransom.”
He wore his authority with humility. Jesus leveraged His power on behalf of the least. And as His body,
the Church should too.
Jesus wasn’t about being the star of the show—He’s the undercover boss. And He gives equal authority to
every Christian, not to one mega-leader to manipulate the rest. It’s only when we’re all together, serving each
other, that the church looks like Jesus.
The authority we have isn’t to control. Instead, our authority is to serve each other, and give up our life to
help a hurting world.
What does this look like in practice? Well, it looks like a
Senior Pastor who can’t help but pick up your rubbish and
scrub the toilets after we leave this building. It looks like
countless volunteers every Sunday serving kids and those
with disabilities as equally reflecting the image of God,
especially in their weakness. It looks like Coral Bryant down
the dog park, praying for those with cancer, and dropping
hampers to hungry families; or like the growth groups
week in week out where each member is a servant leader,
going out in God’s authority to rebuild neighbour’s houses
and businesses even a year after Brisbane’s floods. And
less than political lobbying—as legitimate as that is—it looks
like individual Christians in their everyday vocation, seeking
first God’s Kingdom in the way they teach students, stock
shelves, serve customers, and work to cultivate this world. It’s about this kind of humble service, not for what
we can get, but what we can give.
Harsh judgmentalism is often identified with the culture
wars, especially in America. So before I pass onto Brendan,
let’s take a look at what the Church’s authority looks like
when expressed in the USA’s most godless city, San
Francisco. Every week, dozens of followers of Jesus from
different denominations gather together as one body, the
church, to serve the least of these under the Golden Gate
Bridge. Take a look.

<clip from “Lord, Save Us From Your Followers” – see http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zmwM-zMR3zI>
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ISSUE 2: EXCLUSION VS. INCLUSION
Perhaps the biggest reason people consider the Church to be
irrelevant to their lives is that it is seen as being so exclusive.
Exclusive in that it is seen to tell people “you must believe this
and nothing else” and exclusive in that it is an insular and inward
looking club obsessed with itself and judging those who do
not belong. Many people I know say they have felt excluded
and judged by Christians because of their sexuality, or
because they read their bible differently or perhaps because
they don’t raise their hands during the songs!
The first thing is that the Church should genuinely
acknowledge that we often fail to live up to the example of
Jesus and we can be wrongly exclusive of others. There is a
distinction between the truths our faith being exclusive and excluding people. All truth is exclusive, an atheist
belief in no God excludes my belief there is a God.
But it’s very important to realize that the Church should and can be a wonderfully inclusive place a refuge for
all people when we follow the model Jesus lived. Jesus could not have lived a more inclusive and shared
lifestyle. Jesus did not pay heed to social taboos or the restrictions of society and religion of his time but he
broke down barriers between God by spending his time with what society considered the worst sinners,
prostitutes, tax collectors, socially excluded ethnic groups like Samaritans and women.
Imagine a wedding reception where the bride and
groom told all their guests I want you to go and invite
everyone you know, bring anyone along as a guest
who wants to come. That’s what the church is, we
are meant to be a loving community where anyone
and everyone can join in. I actually read about a
Christian couple who when they were married did
something like that. They actually got buses and
picked up hundreds of homeless people and brought
them to their wedding reception and they the bride
and groom served food to these people, their guests.
So while being exclusive is a problem the Church
deals with, the other side of the coin is that the
Church at its best can be a wonderful inclusive
community that like Jesus goes out of its way to
draw in those others reject. You’ve seen tonight a clip of Christians working with drug addicts and homeless
people, often two of the groups most socially excluded in society.
Within our Church community many of you will have heard of the helping hands ministry which each Tuesday
need takes an old Combie van of warm coffee, tea and food to visit the homeless shelters and the back
streets of Ipswich. Each Tuesday evening anywhere from 30-70 people know they can not only find a meal,
but also a friend and someone who cares enough to pray for them and tell them God loves them.
I also seen the similar sort of good work the Waiters Union is doing in West End. They are a community that is
built on the idea of becoming friends with people who because they are marginalized have no friends. Just one
thing they do is that each second Friday night at Saint Andrews Church where a handful a Christians all bring
pot luck dinner dishes and they share them with people who may have had backgrounds in living on the
street, or who were suffering emotional or mental distress. The sole purpose is to include them in community,
to share a meal and conversation together.
Oxley Uniting is another Church in our local community within an amazing inclusive reputation for what it does.
The Chapman’s who did the drama at the start have a history of being involved with this community and they
told me all about the fantastic Cross Roads Ministry once a fortnight on a Wednesday they get together at
the Church with people with various intellectual or physical disabilities like cerebral palsy and they just put on
a night of fun and games. Sue told me that that it showed her kids a Church where the community sought to
make themselves accessible.
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Within KBC there great groups like Wonders of Grace. I went along to one of their first events last year which
was held last year at a Woodridge skate park. Church in a skate park how's that for inclusive. Christians from
at least half a dozen different churches were there manning a free food and drink station. There was a DJ set
up playing music, prize giveaways and a simple sermon. The place was packed full of skater kids. These were
tough kids who would never go near a Church building but here was an example of the Christians reaching out
to them to show them Church isn’t made up of buildings but of people.
These three illustrations are quite normal, Christians do reach out to others.
The point is that the Church can be exclusive and when it does it loses its relevance. The purpose of sharing
these stories is to show how amazing the Church can be when it seeks to include others. It’s not wrong to
develop a healthy community within a local Church congregation. A close and loving community is the very
thing that makes church communities so appealing, it draws people in. The key is to let them come and even
go looking for those who might not find their way.

ISSUE 3: HYPOCRISY VS. GRACE-FILLED AUTHENTICITY
In recent surveys and studies done in Australia
and abroad one of the issues that often came up
was that the church is seen as hypocritical with
Christians saying one thing but living another.
People have expressed they are sceptical of the
Church’s morally superior attitude and say
Christians pretend to be something unreal,
conveying a polished image that is not accurate.
My own experience tends to confirm this as the
people I talk to who have left the church or do
not wish to explore it say they are pushed away
from the Church because of what they perceive
to be blatant hypocrisy on the part of
Christians—people who “profess what they don't
possess”—who are phoney, empty, and hollow to
the core.
It is true that Christian today can lack many of the qualities that make Jesus so attractive and winsome. Jesus
himself condemned hypocrisy and that means it is something that we should strive to change in our lives and
within the Church. We can’t excuse where the Church is hypocritical. The best thing is simply to say sorry and
admit where we as individuals and the Church corporately has failed to live up to the wonderful example of
Jesus Christ.
I remember the passing away of Pope John
Paul, while I’m not Catholic I greatly admired
how he lived his life, including for example in
1981 meeting with his would be assassin in jail
to offer his personal forgiveness but one of
things that I liked the most was his Jubilee
Apology in March 2000 where he apologized
for the crimes of the Catholic church things like
the Priest scandals, the crusades, even the
Catholic Church’s involvement in the stolen
generation.
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It is important to understand, though, that the church
can never be free of this problem of hypocrisy. When
Jesus lived in ancient Israel, even though his life was
morally exemplary, dedicated to helping others, he
was criticized spending time with tax collectors,
prostitutes and ‘sinners’. His response was to say “It is
not those who are healthy who need a doctor, but
those who are sick.”
The Church is a place for all people who want to know
God. Christianity is for the person trying to kick a drug
addiction or save their marriage from the effects of
gambling. The only way to truly stamp out all
hypocrisy from within a church is if only perfect
people were allowed to join. I think we can all
appreciate that would be a membership of one. Me.
I take great comfort in knowing though what makes Christianity so special amongst other world-view is it is a
religion of grace. The central message of the Church is the loving kindness of Jesus and his grace to all.
Where when you have done something wrong, and you are truly sorry and wish to change you can ask to be
forgiven and know that you will be not only forgiven but pardoned.
I want to share though just two examples of what it looks like when the Church follows the model of Jesus.
An amazing ministry I heard of when researching this
topic was Betel. It’s a ministry that works exclusively
with drug addicts, and homeless people. They run
houses where the addicts live and work in community
as they overcome their addictions, and plant churches.
One of the members of the LOGOS has visited one of
the men's houses in Italy, and it's just astounding how
former drug addicts are being shown grace to help
turn transform their lives.

<clip from Betel, rescuing drug addicts>
As you saw Betel is showing God’s grace in 80 cities and 21 nations around the world and of course they work
in Australia in a community with up to 25 homeless and substance dependant people.
Within our own church we have many people
every day extending their hands to offer
people what they couldn’t give themselves.
In June our church is holding our yearly
charity bike ride called the Tour of Hope
where you can ride a distance between 10125km. The funds raised are invested in
various community projects in underprivileged areas of the world. This has
included working with a children’s home in
Kenya to provide basic necessities like a
water bore, hygienic showers and toilets or
bringing in dentists to treat the children by
fixing or pulling teeth.
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These are just two examples, two drops in a stream of water that is the grace the Church brings into a
hurting world. It is this type of action that makes the Church relevant as it seeks to be part of changing lives
for the better.
Another part of the answer to the problem of the
Church’s hypocrisy is to see how authentic Jesus was
and be honest about ourselves. People tend to crave
authenticity.
Hypocrisy in part is being driven by
denying what everyone else can see.
Authenticity
is about being open where the church or you as a
Christian have faults or don’t measure up and not
pretending to be something you’re not. As gen Z
would say it’s about keeping it real.
To let people know we aren’t perfect and we have
struggles, fears and worries like everyone else and we
rely on our community and faith in those times. There
is beauty in acknowledging we understand our
brokenness.

IS THE CHURCH RELEVANT?
So at the end of the day it’s certainly true that
Christianity has an image problem. This
morning/tonight we have looked at three of the
worst specific things people say about the
Christian church. The overarching theme running
through these three specific criticisms is that the
Christian church in today’s world is irrelevant. Many
surveys show that is precisely what the nonChristian thinks.
So in the final analysis is the church relevant?
There is an army of compelling and diverse
reasons I could share why the church is relevant
but I think that the answer can be distilled down
into the two most powerful and complete reasons
that
The first is the Church is relevant because Christianity holds the most satisfying answers to the most
meaningful questions in life. Many people feel for instance that death is wrong, the answer the Church gives is
that feels wrong because it is wrong. We weren’t mean to die and we will continue to exist after our deaths.
Perhaps the most important of these truths is that there is a God who loves everyone and he wants to
forgive us for all the mistakes and wrong we’ve done. To me that feels like a relevant piece of information and
for 2,000 years for the Churches mistakes and flaws it’s been passing that call along from one generation to
the next.
So for me the Church will always be relevant because it holds in its hands the most satisfying answers to life’s
most meaningful questions, why am I here, where did I come from and where am I going when I die.
The second reason the Church is relevant is by what it does through the people who follow Jesus.
What history has always shown is that the church is made relevant through the actions of Christians. We are
to be the miracle we want to see in the world because that is what Jesus did and it is what he calls us to do.
For people to know Jesus loves them his followers must show love to the world.
If you have come here this morning/tonight searching about the issues of life I want to encourage you to
keep looking. In looking at the question of’ is the church relevant’, all that is possible in a 40 minute sermon is
to give a taste of why the church is relevant today, not withstanding it is far from perfect. For those hear
today seeking I hope in some way this might help start a dialogue about what role the Church may play in
your life.
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If you are Christian, and most of you here are of course, then why does this message matter to you? What
Dave and I hoped to do is better equip you to answer your friends, families or strangers if they express a
genuine concern about the church being irrelevant.
But the challenge of this message is that the church is
made relevant through us. We are the church and the
church is judged on what we say and do.
My challenge to those here who follow Jesus is to be the
answer to the question, is the Church relevant? We do that
by how we live and getting out and being an example in a
hurting world. It’s why Jesus said his disciples would be
known for one thing, how they loved each other.
At the end of the note outline there is a blank space. During
this next song consider if there is any of these areas you
feel you could do something differently to address to make
a change in your life. If the church is to be relevant in the
world it is through the actions of Christians.

DISCUSSION QUESTIONS (DOWNLOAD FULL GUIDE FROM LOGOS.KBC.ORG.AU/BLOG/RESOURCES/LOGOS-TALKS/CHURCH/)
1) What impacted you most in the talk?
2) Try a word association. What comes to mind when you hear “Church”? Now, ask five non-Christian friends
what word first comes to mind, and their opinion of the church.
3) What’s your take on the church’s image problem? Is the bad PR deserved, or a beat up?
4) Check out some of the key Biblical images for the Church. How are we like unlike what Jesus had in mind? …
 Family (Hosea 11:1; Matthew 2:15; 1 Timothy 5:1-2)  Bride of Christ (Isaiah 54:5-8; Jeremiah 2:2; Ephesians 5:32; 2 Corinthians 11:2)
 Olive Tree (Romans 11:17-24)  Field of Crops (1 Corinthians 3:6-9)  Building of God (Exodus 25:8; 1 Samuel 4:2; 1 Corinthians 3:9)
 Harvest (Matthew 13:1-30)  Christ’s Body (1 Corinthians 12:1-27; Ephesians 1:22-23; 4:1-16)  Vineyard (Isaiah 5:1; Psalm 80:8; Mark 12:1)

5) Consider the 3 issues discussed: authority vs. humility; hypocrisy vs. authenticity; exclusion vs. inclusion.
For each, discuss your personal experiences: a) when has this been done poorly by the church? b) how does
Jesus’ model (especially in John 20:19-23) challenge the church? c) when has the Church been Christ-like?
6) “Is the church relevant anymore?” What do you think? … Role play giving a one-minute response to this qn.
7) What’s one change you could make today (as part of Christ’s body) to better represent Him in the world?
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